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Silent Typhoid Research laboratory confirmed cases in Pakistan 
Rasheed Ahmed, Saira
New Hazara Clinic, Haripur KPK, Pakistan

Typhoid is endemic to Pakistan, where poor infrastructure, low vaccination rates and overpopulated city dwellings persist. 
Our research started few years ago when we were treating sciatica patients having sciatica pain. The term sciatica describes the 

symptoms of leg pain and possibly tingling, numbness, or weakness that originate in the lower back and travel through the buttock and 
down the large sciatic nerve in the back of each leg. During treatment of sciatica pain our focus turned toward stomach and intestine as 75% 
immune system depends on activity of these internal organs. When we further investigate the problematic reasons in these organs we found 
that maximum patients have typhoid that was diagnosed through blood and urine tests of those patients. After that we started our research 
on typhoid, mostly patients have stomach, Gallbladder, intestines, liver, heart, kidneys, spleen, pancreas problems and muscular pains that 
lead them toward acidity, Constipation, ulcer, swelling in large intestine and infections, fatty liver, triglyceride, cholesterol, disturb HDL, 
LDL, cretonne, urea problems, spleen swelling, high B.P and kidneys stones and muscular pains. Patients visited medical specialist for their 
illness and doctors prescribed different tests, they treat symptoms but was unable to treat actual root cause of all diseases. 

Most patients had severe infections in food canal; some patients also found with paralysis and brain hemorrhage. So in all these cases 
typhoid bacteria won or leave a question mark and medical specialist tried to diagnose but they didn’t found root cause they couldn’t paid 
attention toward this typhoid; as we called it “Silent Typhoid”. It was typhoid without symptom of fever but laboratory findings show the 
presence of Salmonella typhi bacteria in their blood and urine samples. Those patients who suffered from typhoid once in their life they 
might have salmonella typhi bacteria inside their body because medicines only weakest the bacteria but not properly finish it. Whenever 
it get trigger inside body either in the form of contaminated food, water or flies it attacks again on the person but without showing sever 
temperature symptoms. Due to absence of temperature medical specialist never paid attention toward this typhoid and ignored its other 
symptoms, so it become chronic and start to affect the internal organs of patients. We treated those patients successfully for whom doctors 
were hopeless in their diagnoses. We maintained the record of those patient’s pre laboratory tests and post laboratory test. Now I Dr Rasheed 
Ahmed and my team litigate  with full confidence that we can treat those patients to whom medical science is hopeless to diagnose and we 
have evidence to prove that Typhoid without temperature is the cause of all above mention illnesses. And also want to share my expertise 
with others medical experts. 

We work on typhoid by using alternative medicines (Homeo) and getting very successful results. Patients recover with our medicines and 
treatment plans; these are both illiterate and highly educated people such as doctors, lawyer, engineers and teachers also. We further want 
to work on typhoid and we have very good and effective strategies but due to limited resources we are bound. If we get support from any 
health related organization or institute we can do good work not in words but practically. 
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